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Tuning the Instrument
So I tell you this, and insist on it in the Lord, that you must no longer live as the Gentiles do, in the futility of
their thinking. They are darkened in their understanding and separated from the life of God because of the
ignorance that is in them due to the hardening of their hearts. Having lost all sensitivity, they have given
themselves over to sensuality so as to indulge in every kind of impurity, with a continual lust for more. (Eph.
4:17–19)
The loss of sensitivity that Paul is referring to here is the dullness that most people accept as normal. It actually
leads us into sin, to sensuality and lust. The deadened soul requires a greater and greater level of stimulation to
arouse it. This is, of course, the downward spiral of any addiction. What began as an attraction to Playboy ends
up for the porn addict in some really horrific stuff. Just look at the progression of television drama over the past
thirty years. What we have now would have been considered shocking, even repulsive, to an earlier audience.
Networks have to keep adding more sex, more violence, to keep our attention. We have become so sensual. This
is why holiness is not numbness; it is sensitivity. It is being more attuned to our desires, to what we were truly
made for and therefore what we truly want. Our problem is that we’ve grown quite used to seeking life in all
kinds of things other than God.
“For example, God wants to be our perfect lover, but instead we seek perfection in human relationships and are
disappointed when our lovers cannot love us perfectly. God wants to provide our ultimate security, but we seek
our safety in power and possessions and then we find we must continually worry about them. We seek
satisfaction of our spiritual longing in a host of ways that may have very little to do with God.” (Addiction and
Grace)
And so, Gerald May says, “The more we become accustomed to seeking spiritual satisfaction through things
other than God, the more abnormal and stressful it becomes to look for God directly.” Our instrument is out of
tune from years of misuse.

